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PREFACE

This testimony is being presented to the Federal

Trade Commission a a result of funding provided by the

M:tgnuson-Moss WarrantyFederal Tradc Commission Improvement

Act 0.):7).--(67). ihe Council. oirChildren, Media :Ind

Merchandising (.CCIM) first sought funds a year before

the over-the-coOnter (OTC) drug hearingswere scheduleci; we

regret that this .funding did not become available until: 2 1/2

weeks before the deadline for submission of remarks. The

time element precluded our identifying and prepo,ing

dual witnesses, researching the total literature, and

.-analy:ing ail the complicated interactions of the Federal

Trade Commission and the Food and Drug Administration. We

norpistheless submit these Views in behalf of chirdren and

Those with reading disabilities, those with }rearing dis-

abilities, and on occasion, the blind. This paper supplants

the sur...manies previously submitted on February 3rd and

ebrwirv 7th which were dis-Lributed to the interested parties.

DIGEST

The Council on Children, Media and Merchandising

enters these Proceedings to seek amendments to the proposed

Trade Regulation Rule (TRR) on. Over-the-Counter Drug Adver-

tising to ensure better protections for thildren, illiterate



1:.cpulations, the deaf and the blind. from advertising on the

airwaves. We point out the difficulties of combining the

rulemaking schedules of the Food and Drug Administration and.

the Federal Trade Commission. We point out the differences

between OTC drug labels and advertisements, and the language

therein. We Oescribe the nature of OTC drug advertising, and

the audiences it affects. For drug advertising in front of

large child audiences, we seek strong constraints, until

research shows they are unaffected.

We then address the techniques of television Commer-

cials, and the public'S ignorance of the techniques; we cite

behavioral studies which should be uaderstood by the FTC as

it see"xs this rule, and recommend the FTC establish a panel

to review how OTC drug messages will be perceived with FDA's

language, or with sponsor5' alternate language. We point out,

the gTey areas wbere FTC's rule does not address the qualifying

adjectives and phrases which may greatly influence the message's

meaning. We ..stress the need for balance between advocacy,

indications for use and warnings. We cite the FDA's panels'

concern with such mattcts. We show how the self0Tegulation

codes Mj.srepresent thei prutections for children rom drug

.advertising.



We remind the FTC of past advertising excesses in

the OTC drug field, and point out the need for precise, but

well understood, advertising messages. We stress the vulner-

abiiities of the functionally illiterate, the deaf and the

blind. We seek audio and video Messages of all critical

aspeets of the .drug label's content.

We ask for an interim. Rule to notify the public that

the drtic products, their labels and their advereisements are

undergoing meaningful ch.ange. We askq'or several technical

changes in the Rule fillnd drafted in order that these special

popuiations will. be better.protected by the Rule.7

Cy
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.INTRODUCT1ON AND BACKGROUND

My name is Robert Choate. I am Chairman of the

Council on Children, Media and Merchandising. It is incor-

porated as a non-profit organization in the District of

Columbia. The Counc-.1 pembers advise me on child-Telated

issues which aris,_ fYr,n time to time.

I am not a pharm:..cTst, doctor or lawyer. I am not

a trained professional in advertising. lqy association with

the advtrt.i,sing of products, particularly those seen on tele-

vision, extends back some eight years to the White House

Conference on Food Nutrition and Health. As a result of

initiating and serving a.,; a senior staff member of that.

gathering, I haVe come to understand sponsor, advertiser and

broadcaSter approaches to selling goods and services over

the air, I have become familiar with the data of A. C. Nielsen

Company, Aritron and Broadcast. Advertisers Report.

I have had extended exposure to the problems of the

disaantaged and under-educated in the United-States, having

,initiated programs with such groups since 1958 in many parts .

-of the United States, particularly the So.uthwest. I have had

exposure to the_problems of Native Americans, the SpauiSh-sur-

named, and others whose-transient life or economic circumstan-

ces leave their vocabulary and education inad,.2quate for full

0
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participation in our.societv. I have en jo\altrsuppert from

-.the President's CammitIee on Juvenllo Delinquency, the

Office of Economic Opportunity, the, F6rd Foundation, other

foundation.;,- and a number of Federal programs and agencies.

Through repeated contact ith those with inadequate educa-

tion, I have come to se the role that television plays in

their lives, and in the lives of their children.

My exposure to drug issues is more recent. In 1971 I

read that t.1-ie Director of l'DA's Brireau of Drugs, Dr. henry

Simmons, estimated that 17.,500 tons of aspixin were consumed

yea:.1y.in this country; He questioned the role of.adver-

__
tising.- Preoccupied with nutrition, I put off analyzing

this phenomenon until 1974 and 1975 when my Council on

Children,:Media and Merchandising was twice the beneficiary

of iranfs from the. Drug Abuse CounCil. We studied who knew

Olat about children's attitudes towards drugs and drug selling.

I was ,a consultant to the House Communications Subcommittee

ln 1975 as it prepared for hearings on the .Subjec't of adver-

tising ha:ardous products in Front of children via television.

Through the Council I joined in the petition of Massachusetts

Aftbrney, :General Francis Bellotti wherein he and 16 otheX

State Attorneys General asked the Federal Communications
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Commission to set restraints on over-the-counter drug adver-
,..

tising prior to 9:00 p.m. The Council also participated in

the staff hearings of the Federal Trade CoMmission and-Federal

CommUnicacions Commission on the subject of licit and illicit

drugs and-their consideration by children. -In the abEVe

mentioned endeavors and in our long torm'advocacy of nutri-

tion reforms, particularly food advertising, we have come to

knol,i many of the nation's top behavioral scientists who have

studied children's responses to television.

At another level, the Council has had intimate in-
-

volvement with FDA's ov,er-the-couner drug review efforts.

Since January, 1975, we have appeared before some six OTC panels

reminding the expert panelists that the reforms that they

were advocating in both product ingredients and product claims

would 1:ive an influence on advertising, since the

sponsors themselves were taking the labels and their packages

into the advertisements, particularly thos_ on television.
9

-

In the discussion which ensued in those anel meetings it

was very apparent that most of the pa el members realized they

had a responsibility to comment on the,ability of advertising

to dilute ur corrupt.their well-intentioned work on the labels

of over-the-counter drugs. .F.2.,:cri] ')f the panel reportsthat

have eMerged or are emerging r FA,idence of the panelists'

con.cern with adverti3ing cf drugs.
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More recently, the Council has.been involved with the
,

Federal Trade 'Commission in rts ffiromulgation of the Trade

./
Regulation.Kule. on Food/Nutritn Advertising. In an

e,ffort to
).

iml-rove that rule we interviewed innumerable behavioral

sci.entists on the- )ject'orteleVision and children. We

sought witnesses. We interrogatedadvertising, industry

and expert'nutrition'witnesses.. We sponSored.original re-
.

seai-ch. Some oethis .pertainS o adults with communiction.
3

problems as weli as children.

Over the 'last four years we have regularly petitioned

the FTC and FCC to pay greater attention to advertising on

particularly.to vulnerable audiences. Through

these moves we have some understanding of the law, and it'S
,

limitations, in regard to protecting sortie of our most vul-

nerable citi-ens. -

t\Final .:, as a member of ,the National Advi'Sory Committee

to the FooCI and Drug AdminLstration, I have come to Under-

stand the.walls that seplitate Federal agencies, as well as
,

the complications of FDA's o-Tc drug TevieW%

Over the years we have become sensitive to the prOblems

of those with hearing impairments and sight impairments who

nonetheless are affected by television. We have sought out

9



experts in these areas and have asked those with hearing or

sight impairments to speak for'themselves, or.submit state-

ments.

Our const,ituency in this proceeding, therefore, in-

cludes over .A0'million children under the age of 12; 4 million

adults who are functionally illiterate; 14 milijon people with

hearing impairments; and approximately 472,000 individuals

with impaired eyesight, so impaired as to need help in reading

a label even with glasses, aCcording to the National Federation

of the Blind.

THE FDA/FTC INTERFACETHE FDA

Recommendation: The Federal Trade Commission
should recogni.z.e the different scheduies of the
Food and Drug Administration and the FTC, and
issue an.interim Rule.as part of of this Rule
to cope with the public's need w over-
the counter drugs aro changinv

Since 1972, the Food and Drug Administration has een

reViewing almost 500,000 overthe-countev drug Products-by

various therapeutic categories to detexmine the safety an

effectiveness of the 300.-500 ingredients that comprise ti!c.;c

products.L/ (A trial run eai-lier had shclwn perhaps 75

peTcent were mislab.eled, ineffective, or both.) The FDA, .

according to Dr. Sherwin Gardner, also ha ng the-

legal responsibility to review labeling 6.F. these

.,products, has asked-various panels of nationally known.

10
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medical
..

and health experts to review the.conditions under '

which a thera.,,cutic 'category of OTC drugs is safe and effec-

,tive..for the conditins..indicated on thelabel:, Symptomati'c

rellt.'t as distinct 4rom-cUres has b.0011. steldied. The reports

that havt.', emanated and w411 emanatt..,from the panels-of experts

become monographs outlining -the %;ilbstantive regulations For

theiPr.ope:c 1abeling'of uver-thecounter, drUgs.upon their

adoption by the Comm:issioner of the Food and Drug Administra
,

tion .after appropriate public proceediligsb have taken place.
-

These monographs se't the basic standard by which the FObd and:,

. _
Drug Administration will regulate the- bulk c. non-presoription-

,, ..-,

- . 44., , - l'i.

'drugs in the United States itri the fUture.
,,

The monographs clas'siTyoingredients;And. claims into.
,

three categ-ories. Categd6;I''. inc.ludes- those ingredients and
.

. .

claims j.and related -conditions ,of-usle, such a.s dosage tevels

and combinations of ingredients) /hat the panel concjudes are

generally.recognized as safe' and effective and not-misbranded

on the hasis of exi'sting data and information. These. recommen-
r .

dations are 'embodied in a recommended 'r+onograph. Category TI

includes t:lose ingredients aad claims that thQ panel con-

cludes arc _not gencraLly so- recogni,zed. Category III in-
.

cludes those ingre7dients and claims for whicft.the panel
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'concludes that,data.are hsufficient to'place them in either

CitegOry I or Category II and'for which further.teSting is

therefore.required, d .claims'that the

panel concludes- are.capabie of,being gene-rally recognized as-,

safe and 'effective and not mis.branded if.further testinh is

performed. The -report Which.leads to the monograph contains

a detailed explanation Of the 'reasons for the panels's" recommen-

dations. It also recom-mends a period-of time during which
I

,productS with ingredients'or claims in Category IiI'may con-
.

tinue to be marketei pending-the completion of further -
, .

testing. Most reports contain detailed guidelines for such

testing. One product cdn have Category I, II and III ingred-

ients of, claims.

The 17 different panels that are reviewing 26 cate-

gories of OTC drugs for the FDA have a specific protocol

for their work. The.TeTorts that are suggested by the expert

paneliSts do nbt automatically become substantiVe regulations,

- but are subject to review and'revision by the Commissioner

of the FOod and Drug Administ..-ation in a lengthy adminis-

trative process. -The FDA':; process has already been under-

way for five years. We believe that the process will not be

Cdncluded for another five years. The FDA has published

five panel reports, the first'on administrative procedure, the



others covering some 13 major therapeutic categories and

approximateiy.30 pharmacological groups, butonlytwo monographs

have been finali7;ed. -It is very likely that the promulgation

and processing of these latter two administrative stages may

% take as long as two or three years TOT. each\therapeutic cate-

gory. Further. because of the controversy tli4t will ensue,
\

one can expect the drug manufacturers to challenge at least

some of the FDA monographs in court,'and thus t)leir real

.effectiveness may be postponed'even longer.

A timetable for final submission by panelists to. the

Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration seems to

be at this point as follows:
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PMS STATUS REPORT
OVER-THE-COUNTER (OTC) DRUG EVALUATION PROJECT

ACCOMPLISHMENT OBJECTIVES

Panel/Docu:Hent

MlLiIST(rES

TOPNAR PM TEM FM

Antacids 1-73 4-5-73 11-12-73 6-4-74 10-7L76

Antimicrobial I 7-74 9-13-7'4 . 3-77 3-78 . 9-78

Internal Analgesics 11-76 4-77 4-78 4-79 10-79

Cough, Cold, Allergy,
Brouchodilator and Anti-
asthmatic Products 2-76 9-76 9-77 9-78 3-79

Sedative, Sleep-Aids and
StiL:ulants 0-75 2-75 3-77 3-78 9-L78

Topical Analgesic, Anti-
rheumatic, Otic, Burn and
Sunbnrn Products 5-77 9-77 9-78 9-79 3-80

Dentifrice and Dental
Care Agents 6-77 10-77 10-78 10-79 4-80

Laxative, Antidiarrheal,
Emetic and AnCiemetics 1-75 3-75 3-77 3-78 9-78

Hemornhoidal Products 6-77 10-77 10-79 4-80

Contraceptives and
Other Vaginal Product:; 4-77 8-77 8-78 8-79 2-80

Ophthalmic Products 3-77 7-77 7-78 7-79 1-80

Vitamins, :.!inerals

in1(:s 3-77 1-77 7-78 7-79 1-80

Oca1 Cav Pro)uct:; 6-77 0-77 10-78 J0-7ci 4-80

A 7.1 ;1-;; 11-77 1.1-7
,

11 .

i ,1 1, 7

/.- o

I.. //

4-4,r,

L,- 7.;

/,. H

"-7...,

Miscellanoow; Ext..rnal 4-79 4-80 4-81. 10-81

AntimIcroLial II 9-71 1-18 .1- 79 1-8() 7-80

Top I ca 1. Allt 11,1,,t. I ( 2- /7 2-18 2- /9 8-79

Not e: (;,1 I H und,71 (!;.\ rycolv, re"rt
c,py; 3/.lh1:Thc,1 ih tI Cr.:RAL 11r1 1:;TU, (PN) pr(,pw,ed

IIII.)111',1.1ph, (ILI) t Alt t I V' I 111'11 (1.",-1) I 111.i 1. CIII .).,,,I

(1c3') proram.
1 ,i
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The extent or this work from lo/76 to 10/8i -- in-

dicates that even without cons-idering court challenges, the

FDA review of over-the-counter drugs is an extended and

complicated operation.

THE FTC

Since 1938 the Federal Trade Commission has had

responsibility for regulating over-the-counter drug adver-

tising. It has done so on a selectivebasis, 'as certain

dubious claims came to publiC attention. In the past,

advertising of such products as Doan's rills, Hudson Vita-

mins and Listerine has led to some rules, some-consent

decrees, anl irome increased awaTeness in the OTC drug indus-

try as to the rTc-s perception of proper drug promoiion.

PTC's piecemeal effort became obsolete, however, as FDA

panelists started,to make their categorical recommendations.

In fact, the FDA panylists work deciding what ingredients

are ineffective and hence not approved COT use in an OTC,

product and the FlO's evaluation of erroneous claims ma-de

many in the rTc aware, that, alter the IH)A review, advertise-

ments for the first time could be judged on the hasis of

Federally reviewed :;cientific facts. Sincy the products aro
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changing and their label-; .:111ing, it is proper that

advertisements now change to repo 1 Proper usage, and reveal

to the public that the changes,are important.

having no particular expertise in pharm'acology, the

FTC decided to await the FDA panel monographs, and act on 1he

advertising aspects of them as they emerged. The FTC decided

to split its approach into two efforts: One deals with all

affirmative claims, and is the subject of this proceeding;

the other will deal, monograph by monograph, in a series of

rulemakings, with the warnings and contraindications tt.. be

required for each category of OTC drugs. (The aw,acid mono-

graph, how finalized, is the subject of present FTC Trade

Regulation Rule on warnings.

The. issue here, then, is to what degree -the FDA's OTC

monographs should control the advertising of OTC drugs in

print and on the air. Is label language the only language

suitable for u.,;vertisement language? A major probleM here is

.the, timing of the FDA panels and their monographs, and the,

timing of the FTC and its dual rulemaking 'schedule. The

catalyst here is the sponsors' use of the label/pdekage in

advertising of OTC drugs. In so doing sponsors have triggered

jOint, involvement by both FDA and FTC as the following section

demontrate
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THE PACKAGE-LABEL/ADVERTISEMENT INTERFACE:
THE LABEL

The FDA's Acting Commissioner, D . Sherwin Gardner,

in his submission to the FTC in these hearings, has said:

"The labeling mus: tell the consumer what the
drug is for, how long.it may safedy be taken,
how much of it may safely'be taken in a period
of time, and the manner in which it must be used
to obtain- the desired therapeutic effect."

He also.stated that:.

"OTC labeling must provide information necessary
to the safe and effective use of the product'in
such terms as to render them likely to be read and
understood by the ordinary individual, including
individuals of low comprehensiOn, under customary
conditions of purchase and use,,'" (emphasis added)._/

To the FDA, over-the-counter dgs.are meant to pro-

vide symptomatic relief of generally-self-limiting maladies,

and are designed for self selection and self-administration.

Thus the labels are carefully draLted. To anadvertiser,

since there are so many competing OTC drug products to alleviate

basically the same symptoms, ready identification of a parti-

cular OTC drug product by the casual seeker, becomes the

primary goal. Thus OTC sponsors use the talents of label and

package designers to stress the container conTigurations which

one can readily identify on a pharmacy counter, a medicine

cabinet shelf, or in a' toilet article kit. The design of
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the label, the color of the bottle, or the shape of the con-.

tainer seen in the advertisement can be the thost important

link to a customer's choosing the product.

With either perspective of the label, several facts

are clear. The name,is affixed to.the product. The label

contains the name of the manufacturer who is responsible for

the label's message as well as the contents. The label is

probably read when the consumer-to-be is interested in the _\

product. If the consumer is slow of reading, or distracted,-

the phraseology of the label remains with the product, and

can be looked at time and 'time again. If different members

of the family should fuse the product differently, .the informa-

tion is on the label.

Dosages and warnings, being part of th label, are so

connected to the affirmative persuasive portions of the message

as to-constitute an indivisible communication coupling

affirmative advocacy and cautiOnary advice. The label

appropriately serves a'precise and 'balanced purpose for an,

interested consumer at a time when the consumer's interest

.in the product is high. jhis wa,s and is FDA's purpose.as it

brings change to OTC tharketing.

18
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HE ADVERTISEMENT

An'advertisement has a totally different purpose.

According to Paul Harper; Chairman of the Board of Needham,

HaTper and Steers, an advertising agency with principal

offices in Chicago, New York and Los Angeles while testifying

in the Food/Nutrition 'hearings in Washington:

"It is my belief that all advertising can hope
to do in this increasingly cluttered adver-
tising communication environment is to pre-
sent the .one salient, feature of a product that
best fits into a prospective customer's life, and
1 can't over-emphasize the need for simplicity
and single-mindedness and directness in adver-
tising communications if.advertising is o re,
main an effective and economic business tool . .

q..

All ,anv commercial can do is establish apredis o-
sition." (Emphasjs added)

According to Thomas Di) lon, then President of Batten,-

. Barton, Drustine-.and Osbor,ne:

"Advertising is boldly and openly persuasive of
a. point of.View.which=is clearly identified
with the advertiser one.of.the.few_formsiDf__ _

persuasion ih which the interest and the source
.of persuasion are always clearly labeled. Usually
the intent of advertising persuasion is to
,influence a brand decision..:'

To the FTC 10/22/71 in behalf
of Joint ANA-AAAA Committee

According to llerbert Maneloveg, then Executive Vice

President of. MLCann-Frick:-.on, Inc., another advertising agency:
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"Media is one of the two basic components of an
advertising effort. The first, to create a com-
pell'ng.sales message that helps establish or
reaffirms a positive attitude toward a product,
or service.

. . . And'second, to determine whc the prime cus-
tomer might b'e and then to select vehicles in
a way that the best prospects for a product or
service are,reached enough times to 'Zoster

. awareness of the cepy claim." (Emphasis'added.
October 29, 1971, ibid.

The 197IFTC advertising hearings repeatedly revealed

that ad agency executives thought most successful. commercials

.had a single focus':, a:single message. Yhe food/nutrition TRR

hearings.just concluded had witnesses who repeated this argu-

ment, In OTC advertising the single focus is on the name of

the product, and sometimes a mention of the ailment for which

it is to be used.

We anticipate that advertising witnesses in these pro-

ceedings will raise the same argument. They will claim the)'

cannot mix the name of the product with conditions for use

and contraindications and warniags without destroying the

value of the adVertisement. "We disagree. Multiple message

commercials abound in television. PPiggybacking" is a term

indicating that two or even three commercials are linked in

a 30 second.message, Pct food advertisements, as was pointod

out in the food/rutrition hearings, stress many points of

nutrition, coat, :Ippearanc, health and love. Premium mention
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in dry ce'real commercials is a classic example of dual

message commercials. Hence we contend that the single emphasis

Of OTC commOrciajs.on the label nathe and 'sneeze or ache pro-

duces an incompieto message to the viewer and reflects a

sponsor's desire to preject an incomplete message to a v-iewer.

In a field so related to the public's health, this, is an
;

Unfair and deceptive practice.

1.1,Se

Mere in(y be situations where all the conditions for

and all the-contraindications and 14arnings Cannot be

includ.cd in a television commercial. In such cases it he-

'comes imperative that the Vie_wer of, the commercial be led to

the label with a s,trong notivation to read and understand, it.

Deprecating or diluting the .advice to read the label therefore

becomes even more misleadimi, anci decePtive. Examples will

Col low.

For the, child viewing the OTC drug commercial the

problem is even mere critical. While the child-may respond

more to a parent's advice about OTC drug taking, the heavy

repetition of OTC,lrugs to children, without comprehensible

warnings, become,: acounter message to any parental'cautionary
1,/**

tinfluence.

**Evidence that sponsors seek out children to want pills is ditticu1t to .

disc6ver in corporate files. But it does exist. , On March 10, 1972, S. Land
and A. -Krulwich of the law firm of Arnold and..Forter wrote to Robert Pitofsky,
Director Of .,the Bureau of Consumer Protection'-of.. the FTC on behalf_of
Hoffman-LaRoChe, Inc.-Sauter Laboratories in reference to the company'S
advertising of vitamin..and mineral supplements to cl-iildren. They said, in
part:

"The reason why advertisers.promote vitamin .and mineral supple-
ments to child:en is to make their consumpt:ilin-more-pable
and more acceptable to them...fn addition to making vitamin
supplements in mqre palatable and attractive forms, Sauter
believes that it is important to advertise them to-children
to insure that they are not regarded as medicines to be.avoided.
Tn.the company's view, it would not be sufficient to advertise
to parents to insure therl.r. acceptance by children."

't1



Children are generally warned by parents abOut drug

taking. .But even children with skepticism, and educated

adults, do-not.understond the sophistication of a television
f

corrimercial's design. -Dr. kenneth George O'Bryan, Director

of Ontario TV's Research Laboratories recently said:

"In spite of controversy at a highly specific
and technical level the overwhelming weight of
research evidence points to a conclusion that
television has-begun to challenge print itself
as'a medium of information and comparative
-behavioral exchange- . . .

In general terms it can be demonstrated_tha the

TV commercial- is-the most parsimonious method'of
establishing a single-dimensional attitude,
belief or concept 'yet developed. Furthermore,
there is ample evidence that commercial type_
messages, once learned. are highly resistant to
erosion through memory loss and are amenable to
many repetitions without loss of impact or
accptability. Wheh the coMmercial is linked
.conccptuaty and!kor affectively with the program
it carries, or with the known or assumed quali-
ties of its actors or theme, its otential for
teaching and retention increases.

-

In effect, the TV,commercial is the single best
method of mass implantation of an idea, belief,
or short-sequenced behavior pattern yet ,devised." 5 /

A television commercial viewer !Tidy be part of an

audience in al] conditions of alertness, sobriety and literacy.

zz
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In drug advertising ,etching the name of the product on

the viewer's mind is tritical.". To attomplish this the .sponsor

highlights the name of the product but'varies the setting to

keep the viewer interested. The advisory message, on the

other hand, not being of value in increasing sales, is rele-.

gated to a subordinate position, often having.no connection

to'the scenario. It is to be forgotten.

By their own acknowledgement designers of television

cbMmercials seek to implant messages which will be remembered

the next time one thinks of a need for such'as food or drug.

zConstant reminding is the name of the game.

ADVERTISING: HOW MUCH TO WHOM?

To, show the'natue of. OTC drug advertising we here

summarize 1975 advertising budgets in all media. Note the

netwbrk and spot percentages of dollara committed out of sub-

stantial budgets:

media expenditures compared in 1975
In measured media only, grouped by indusitries

AD COMPANY TOTAL
RANK

$ (000)

% of Total Dollars
News. 'Gerd Porn; Spot Net Spot Net Out-

paper s Marts Pub. TV TV Radio Radio daar

Drugs and cosmetics
4 Bristal-Myers .. ..... . ....... 139,955.0 0.7 16.2 - 14.7 64.1 . 4.1 0.2
5 American Hom Products 126,847.1 1.4 3.3 0 7 26 5 6.4 4 3.5 0.6

13 Warner lprnbert Co. 68,602.5 0.7 1 0 21.9 68 9 2.0 5.5 -
14 Sterling Drug Co. 67,050 5 0 5 5 4 0 3 15.8 '69.7 4.3 4 0 7
16 Gillette Co. .. ....... 66.846.1 7.2 ,21 ft 69.8 0.9 0 3 -
31 5cherina PIough Inc . 43.761 7. I( 7 0 3 71.3 57.3 L3 .5.9 2 3
34 Miles Labarntories 16.4-7, 37,137 3 - 0 5 29 1 65 4 0.9 4.1 -
35 Johnson & Johnson . 36,1304 7 14 7 17.3 67 4 0.6 0 1
47 Morton Nr,,,,,,i, prdurts 37.P.17 ft 9 0 0 4 71 8 67.3. 0 6 0.9 _
51 C fesetrourth r'ond s Inc 22 516. 6! 1 9 1 t 6 17 5 60 6 1.5 6,9
64 Pichn,lson Mer,,l1 Inc. . . 7!4/..7 ' i; .. .' 5 ! fi I 65 8 3 8 7 2 _
0,9 Block Drug co, 22 616 2 8 7 .'.0 0 71 3 --:-
.70

71

Pe.lni Inc. .

Sreith.Kline corp. .

22,179.3
786.91 0 9

27.3
10 7

45 3
55.7

0 2
11.2

0 3
13.1

_
0 3

83 NoxeH Carp. 9 7 39.8 44.1 5.1 1.3
87

90

Pfizer Inc. . .

Carter.WallOce Inc. .

17,418 0 - 21.8
3 5

6.5
.---

/1 0

5 1

62.7
90.5

1.1

0.9

.__

_
94 Squibb Corp. ...... 15 1107 5 5 2 26.1 58.9 9.8 -

Advertising Age, Augu.:t 2.1, 1976 .4 3
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To bring this into sharper focus, we herewith

report on Detwork cumulative budgets for the first nine

months of 1976, according.to Broa,cleast Advertiser

Reports: 6

4"

-

Commercials Dollar Est.

Head,Remedies, Sedatives,.
Sleeping Products 5,361 $ 65.4

Cough Cold and S.inus Remedies 3,839 45:9
Digestive Aids, Antacids 1:667 . 27.3

Laxatives 876. 5.9
.

Vitamin Preparations and Tonics 1,438 18.2

To sharpen further insights on the intensity with which.

OTC drugs areadvertised'on the air, we here xeport on net-

work advertising, patterns for the fdllyear 1976:

.Commercials Cost

Anacin Products 1,055 $20.9.million
Excedrn Products 1,342 13.3
Bufferin 935 11.8
Bayer Aspirin 660 7.8
Dristan,Products 479 10.1
Contac Cold Tablets 433 7.3,

Hold'Cough Suppr. 334 5.2

Alka Seltzer 540 11.5

Rolaids 395 5.7

Geritol 565 14.6
'One-A-Day Vitamins 476 5.3

Note that these are network figures only, a d do not

include the vast amounts --perhaps another 33°6, on third--

spent on spot advertising.



In the ,fourth quarter-of 1976, BroadCast Advertiser
"-

Reports indicate that the following productSrld adv rtising

patterns from which wo draw the following conclusions:

American Home Products' nacin had 120 commercials

(.1tiring the weck-day daytime hours hitting the soaP opera--

(or -is it tho drug opera?)--audience; 13 commercials on

Saturday/Sunday during sports.. and 119 coMmercials during

the nighttime including sucli popular child watched shOwS as:

,BioLi.c Woman. +* Jefforsons tt

H Phyllisappy Days +*
$6 Millik-m Man + ,Sanford and Sontt
Good Timostt Chico and the Mantt
The Waltonstt ,.

Sterling Drug he vily aimed their _BAyer Aspirin

commercials at tho soap opera and shOw audiences (211)

but also included the child-watcheitonsit, SanfOrdit, and

Chicott programs.

American Homo Products aired 139 Dristan Commercials

with 76 commercia,ls during Monday-Friday daytime sodp
6

operas am, ,,,ame shows and 63 commercials at night includlng:

Bionic Woman+,*
Happy Days +*
S6 MilJion Man+
Welcome Back Kottor

The Jeffersons#
The Waltonstt
Emergency+
Little House on the Prairic+*#

* In top 10 for women- in audience
+ In tOp 10 Cur chi:dren in audience
't In top Jo for woMen or men over 50 in audience
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NabiSco's Geritol is heavily adVertised during the

eyening (118), and Many commercials appear on:

Godct Times# Little House on the Prairie+*#'
Phyllis Chico and the Man#

Emergency+

Miles Laboratory,.once famous fr selling its Flint-

stone Vitamins on children's weekend programs, now pushes its

One-A-Day Vitamins on the soap operas and game shows (122),

but includes Some evening effOrtS near:

B;iohic Woman+*
Donny and Marie+

$6.Million Man+
Emergency+
Little House on the

Prairie+k
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Neilson summaries show that, daytime programs have

largely feMale audiences,.w'ith large pumbet's of the senior

citizen group and many children under school age-also
A

watching. The early evening audiences include, large numbers

411A,

of children; e.g., ..Happy_D:ays,wilq5.4 million; The BiOnic

Woman, 14.2 million; -and The Six Million Dollar Man, 9.4
6/

million.

IMPLICATIONS FOR CHILDREN

Recommendation: Over-the:tounter drug.adver-
tising in front of substantial.child audienCes
shall be eliminated or Car6, strong warnings,
comprehenSible to children.

Atkin, the Lewises, Kanter and Robertson, Rossiter

and Kakkar have shown that children have vafyittg response!'
7/

'to over-the-counter drug,commercials: There seems.to be .

a positive link between their attitude toward using such

products and advertisements for same, but it is not:strong.

No causal relationship has. been proven or disproven.

As. reported recently to the National Science Founda-

tion by.a team analyzing. child TV research, Dr. Atkin (197.5)

examined the relationship'betweem children "medicine.

advertising exposure"'--an index constructed by multiplying

2 7



amount of viewing evening television by degree of attention

to sample OTC advertisements--and beliefs about medicine and

its efficacy. Atkin's sample consists of 256 fifth, six and

seventh grade children selected from schools in urban, sub-
,

urban and small town areas in Michigan.

His results, may be summarized in terms of the following

advertising exposure-belief relationships, all of which

are based on sixth-order partial correlations. These

results should be interpreted as tentative giveh the

order of magnitude of the correlations..

Perceptions of reality. Children with high
exposure to Medicine advertising perceive tha,t
people are more often sick (r=.14) and that they
more often take medicine (.14).

Belief in meditine. High medicine advertising
exposure correlates with the child's belief
in the quickness Of relief after taking medicine

(.10).

Illness concern. Children with high exposure to
medicine advertising worry more about getting
sick (.14).

APproval of ,medicine. The relationship between
medicine advertising exposure and approval of

Medicine is' .12.

-Medicine efficacy. Children with high expoure-
are,. more likely to feel better after taking
medicine.

Medicine usage. There is a general lack of
relationship between medicine advertising
exposure and micine usage (A3).

They wil, remain tentative until morLt research is underLaken.



In general these results sugest that medicine adver-

',-ising exposure does, to a certain extent, influence the
.8/

child's -:)nc,Ttions of jlJness and medicine. These rela-

tionship: 1-id to he accentuated somewhat among the smqrter

'children Las measured by scholastic performance) and among

the higher social status children.; Other Vartable'.; such

as age and sex of the child, parenu.1 attitudes toward .

medicine, or the-child's frequency of illness all show
9/

'inconsistpnt results..

A similar study to the Atkin study in concept ts that

of Lewis and Lewis (1974). A .Pediatrics abstract of their

works saYs:

ABSTRACT. Fifth qnd sixth grade students in two
elementary schools were requested to watch tele-
vision and describe,several commercial "messages"
related'to health. Children were asked for their
conclusions (inferences), if they believed the
message, and if either they or their parents used
the product advertised. Two hundred aneeight
students believed 70% of 781 commercials viewed.
Forty-five percent of the children had used the
product advertised, and 557 of their parents were
said to be users. Of the children, 47% were "true
believers" (accepting all mes3m6es as true).
Personal experience and pareutal modeling behavior
(use) increased the °credibility of the messages
The frequency of use-of advert.ised products.and
acceptane of the. messageS as true was higher
among children,from lower socioecOnomic backgrounds.
Pediatrics, 53:431, 1974, TELEVISION COMMERCIALS,
IMPACT ON CHILDREN.

Presuming there.are more functional illiterz,tes among those

with lower socioeconomic backgrounds, we note hei'e-the

credibility 'afForded advertisements on telov:sion merely
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because they ate on television. -A segment o the public

apparently thinks such messageshave undergone .official

review. Only with this Rule will, that misbelief become
10/

corrected-7 -

Kanter (197.0) found that students in F-Lfth, seventh

,and eleventh grades reported theirbelief thai advertising.

influences theit feelings toward medicine. No evidence was

obtained as to actual attitudinal effects. Many also thought
-

that other young people were potentially'capable of being

influenced by OTC cemmercials. HoWever, drug tommercials

-were.not recalled mere easily than other commercials-and

has a low:salience to the students (i.e., not talked about

much). The youngest children (fifth grade) were the most

believing of drug commercials. They were,most receptive

1

and least critical-, suggesting-that it is at this age level
11/

that drug '. commercials may have great potential impact. This

could alse indicate that skepticism increases with age, a

finding generally confirmed in previous.research by Ward (1971)
1

12,/

and by. Robertson and Rossiter (1974)7 Rossiter finds

arents to be a Far more influential force than television

commercials. Liebert, et aL, have shown disclaimers and
13/

directions for use frequently are over the heads of children.

(The often cited Milavsky and Oxtoby-Smith studies are on

post-12 year olds, and.hence seem of less.er value here.)

The research needs are obvious. The repOrt to the

National Science Foundation recommends- that the following

research questions be investigated:

30
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ExposUre. To what levels of proprietary
medicTE6 advertising are children actually
exposed and how doeS this varY by age of
the child? How much of this exposure occurs
while the child i5 alone versus in the
presence of a parent?

Attention. Do children pay attention to
proprietary medicine commercials ofdoes
"selective perception" operate to szreen
out such advertising?" .What factors affect

- 'attention level.7-age of the child, the
child's health history, parents' .in-home
usage-of OTC drugs?

.Understanding.. Do children understand OTC
commercials'? What meanings do,they take from
the commercial and h aware arc they of the-
product's yalue under what conditions? What
factors affect comprehension levels?

Viewing Level. Do heavy users af television
hold different attitudes toward OTC drugs than
light viewers; when age and-health history are
controlled?. How does vicwing.level affect.
receptivity to OTC drugs, realism of health,
concept, and-awareness of advantages and .dis-
advantages (side effects) of OTC drugs?

Usage. To what extent de parents admkniSter
OTC drugs.to :their children? To what extent
do children re uest 'OTC 'drugs and is this
associated with viewing level? -At what age
do children begin to self-administer OTC drugs?

Multiple Sourccs. How do alternative infer-.
mation sources about OTC drugs interrelate
and what sucific roles do they play? Can the
role of OTC advbrtising.be separated in its
impact from the role of parents, peers and
teachers?

To thi5 list we wou.ld add: To what degree do parents

explain advertiseents to .children, and does their explana-

tion, or non-explanation, influence a child's receptivity to

an OTC drug advertisement?

31
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, These questions are indicative of the lack of knowledge

concerning children and proprietary medicine advertising.

rt is questions such as .these whi_Ch must be answered in

order to formulate meaningful policy concerning the adver-

tising of OTC products to children. We also note that Tie'

one has research which, indicates Yhat the viewing of 1,000

drug commercials (our estimate) yearly does to the health-

beliefs of a child, The parents' conduCt with over-the-

counter drugs is no doubt critically important.

We do not mean'to'downplay the,huge volume of

research which shows the impact of- television in general on

'children. The Rand Corporation's recent publication Television

-and Human Behavior; TheJ(ey Studies, George Comstock,:Editor

cites 145 studies on children of less than.high school age.

...There is a more general behavioral aspect to .this--

one which applies te all TV commercials., Dr. Barbara Fowles

Mates, Research Director for the Electric Company of Children's

Television Worlsshop fame, has stUdied how. children may be

influenced by more than just the phraseology of a commercial:

Speaking relative to children, but citing research on a
14/

broader segment of the public_she
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"Some of the research on'aggression suggestt:.
the presence of adult male models increaSes
.the likelihood that the child.will-imitate.
Adult male models often occur as authority
figures in drbg ads. The research alSo
suggests: that when.the actor is reinforced
for his action (as the drug taker is demon-
strably reinforced by relief frot whatever.
;ailment he is.suffering) the child:s imita,
tive behavfor. ihcreases,. Finally, of course,
the child who-sees his parents taking the drug
adverticd or similar ones gets a 'double
dOse o he modeling and condoning behavior
which onght to increaSe; the likelihood of
imitation."

15/
Dr. Mates then quotes the findings of James P. Flanders:

1:Researe findingsindicate that the more the
child is presented with a reWard for his
responses similar to.the model(i.e. greater
reinforcement) the more he exhibits imitative
behavior, while punishment decreases his
degree of imitation. Children can also
experience rewards vicariously. Thus,
Observing,-the model being reinforced.has the
same effect upon the child as receiving
,direct -reinforcement, i.e. the likelihood of
J.mitation increases. Both direct.and vicar-
ious reinforcement encourages imitation, but
even mhen neither the child nor the model
receiVe reinforcement, the child_may still
imitate the model. -Offering the child
incentives, for.producing previously pro-
hibited behaviOr also acts to lower his
inhibitions. The effect of live models .

on imitative _behavior are more enduring
over time, but .there are no subStantial
differencesin children's degree-of imita-
tion after observing live or filmed adult
ca.roon models.. Even though children may
not imitate a model immediately after
the -observat-ion-period-T-there is evidence
that-they can acquire the behavior patterns
demonstrated and exhibit theM at a later
period!

In our telephone conversatiOn on February. 9, 1977,,

Dr. Flanders.reafrirmed-his belief that his state-

ment, might extend to OTC-drug Commercials partly because

children may iMitate a model's behavior even where no
.1.6/

reward is shown77

33
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Rossiter on the other Jiand, (eels tat the child, to

reSpond affirmat ively to an over-the-Counter.drug commer-

cial, must feel the reward will be as milch or more for the

viewer (i.e., the child),, and not just for the person in the

17/

. commercial, 'Khile any comme'rcial showing relief oq, sympoms

within 30 secondS.of taking q.pill--the scenario of Many

over-tha-counter drug-ads--nn be interpreted as giving the

viewer a vicarious, reward, we find one current commercial

to be so crass in its suggesting a reward to children that

-we think it may transcend Dr. Rossi'tc_'s skepticism. He're is

the storybeard and transcript of Needham,,Harper and Steers

for Bristol,Myers' Congespirin:
CONGESPIR-IN COLD TABLE-i's

Radio TV. Reports PRODUCT

PROGRAM.

FORCHILDREN
GAMBIT .41221-76

41 East 42nd Street Neri York.N.Y. 10017
(212) 697-510()

WCBS:TV (NEW YORK)

as.

1. WOMAN: All set? Now 2. WOMAN: Uh uh. Blow-out. 3. Not with your mouth, your
blow. (SFX) (SFX) nose.

.5. Plus Congesplrin reduces
fever and pain fast.

7F1340
30 SEC.

11:08AM

4. ANNCR: When your child
has a cold Congespirin Cold
Tablets-for Children can
help relieve saiffles and
stuffy noses to make
breathing easier.

WOMAN: How does-your
nose feel now?

7- BOY: Better mommy.'

9 /1

-
B. ANNCR: Congespirin,

relieves stuffiness, reduces .

fever fast.



'Needham, Harper and Steers
COPY

VIDEO 7:E)M,11-CT: "iosc-un of little boy about 4 years old with mother holding

har41kerchief to his nose'. *.id looking at mother. Move in to Extreme Close-up
;

of kid. He breathes in,-inStead o 'blowing out.. Kid looks up at Mom again.

,-!cntinues to hcld 117nk7 at his nose.jianky flutters as kid blows out

t.1.1rui;.;:h !:.,t.h. ks LID at Mom again..Kid looking sad. Cut to Product.

Cut to woman's hand with tablets. Woman's hand puts tablets in kid's hand.

Dissolve tb kid who's licking ice cream,cone. Kid looks up., with ice cream

on tip of nose. Cut to product."

THE GENERAL AUDIENCE

Recommendation: The techniques used.to draw
attention tcf parts.of a commercial, 'and the.
weighting. of the advocacy, indications for ue
and warnin(4 seQ:ments-.-he they audio or.video--
must be addressed by the FTC if it is to assure
balance to the'Message.

There are aspects of advertising relevant to children

which also affect the general public, particularly those

with communication disabiliti'es. In'the FTC's Food/Nutrition

hearing.s, we hoard of the.broc.:ess of "cuing", whereby sophis--

ticated. (isigners of corrimerCials direct,the attention of'

the viewer to certain portions ,of.the commercial message with

much Pfcater'intensit than might be attributed to the message

as a whole,

3.5
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Cuing applies to'the technical devices,by which'one

canAirect the viewer's attention to part or all Of the

screen Samples of cuing are "balloons" such as those seen

when characters are speaking in comic strips; eye movement

frem the principal in a 'picture to the person or product

to which he wants to direct attention; arrows; large.letters;

.loud noises; mobd music; flashing lipts; or even humorous

actions or lines which are always _followed .bY,an action

Or statement with an element of surprise.-

Cuing is obviously done in over-the-countgr drug

commercials_ when .thp video shot of the label gives_greater

eMphasis..to thec,name of the pxoduct than to the indications

for use and warning,. The advertiSer wants the.viewer's

eye to pay attention td the name df the product. Cuing

also occurs in drug commercials when, the action is Near the.

top of the.screen while the advisory or cautionary language,.

'including "Use only as directed," appears at the bottom of

the screen.

In the Food/NUtritiori' hearings Dr. O'Bryan was asked
18/

'about his eye movement studies 'and children7 He repliied:
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Woulciyou!describe the difference between the
preriterate child, the just literate child and
)glniterate [child] as your eye movement
studiesshow how words are ead on the-screen?

. The preliterate child looks at the move t of a
word if it moves. He doesn't read it ecause
he canJt. He may make an attack cn.the'initial
letter but dt.is clear from the eye movement
study that no reading is taking place.

The just literate child who hasn'tfdeveloped an
avoidance pattern will examine the Word and in
some instances read it because.he can develop
the'information and Will try and link .it to
whatever visual factor is present on the screen.

The literat6 hild will look at the words always
first. .The first thing that a reading child
looks at bn.a television screen'when a word
appelars is a word. They are most potent because
we have learned the.informatiOn retrieval systen
is from print. The producer nearly.always sets
it up so you would read it as well.

Q. Does the positioning of.the Word on the tube
have any bearirn on how much it is .read?

A. To a large extent for the preliterate child it is
a critical factor. For the child who has a learning
difficulty or perhapS is reading at the Grade 2.
level-bUt may be in grade it is an essential
criterion to position a word properly. Otherwise
the kid will avoid it. For the adult it is
less critical.

y
You can certainly center the attention of the
person more effectively by appropriate placement,
but nearly always in fact always whenever.
a 'word which has salience to the action appears
on the screen, it will be read:by a reader regard
less of its position. If you want the person to
read it quicker and arrive at it -in the shortest
possible time, put it in the upper left-hand
quadrant .and you will find the quickest reaction
to it. If you have a 10-second coMmercial and
eight words, put them up there as far,as you can
and you will find they will get throughrthem:
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Q: Dr. VBryan, you have talkecLabout cuing. Would

I be correct that one can cue a child not to
look at a portion of the screen?

A. Yes.

Q. Jf a di'sclaimer or other type of descriptive
phraseology were written on the screen and the
advertiser or sponsor did not want the child to
nick bp Xhe message, can you describe the ty
of cues that would lead a child away Trom th
disclaimet?:

.A. D)Lit it near] The bottom.line quadrant. Bri.ng

action from the ,top left-hand qUadrant. Move
the acion across the top of the screen,and back
to the bottom-left-hand.quadrant. VirtUally no
one will look at the message,
I would like to return to a previouS question
of youts just to clarify the peint on whether
or not words would be read.. I am assuming that
no axtempt A.s.:made. tc5 r,emeve the.attention from
the word in that ori-ginal question. ,If nO direct
cueing retrieval system of the person's atten
tion is employed, then the werd will be redd,
but.if there is an overt attempt to disttact,
attention, from it, it could take up to. five
seconds or lenger to have the person attend 'to

.the word.

Q. Would that apply to having white letters ,on a
white background?

White letters on a white background:,yould insure
they couldn't read it because they couldn't see
it," \ .

D . O'Bryan's last.quip seemS curious until one examines

how many advisories truly are white on a light background.

38

3
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Since. a large percentage of over-the-counter drug

,commercials either oMit verbal directions (Exhibit A), high-

light the label words in larger type above any warning or

direction (Exhibit B), have upper ieVel distractions when

anr directions appear inthe bottom quadrant (Exhibit C ) , and.

go out of their way to mcne such directions into the

.background. (Exhibit DETE) .we 'suggest that most drug .commercial:s

are masterful examples off how to focus.the ,tttention of the

viewer, young or old, on.the mostaffirmative partsof the

sales message with the .i.d.sult that little or no attention

is- paid to anyqualifying statements.*

For other exampAes we cite the FTC's submitted story-

boardsA5, 54,.72, 73, 122 and 130.

Repetition is lan additional factor in over-the-counter

dru, advertising. In the Food/Nutr,ition hearings D . Samuel

Ball and Dr. Kenneth O'Bryan spoke of the Potential of

repeated advertisements creating "olierlearning" to.the point

where mes:lages become haxd to erase from the receptive mind.

Overlearning primarily stems from repeated .exposure te a

message with clear and concise emphasis such as product

name. The name is enhanced by being p/46eded by a cue and

having a varied .and interesting setting. But an unvaryig

omes.sage, uncued, placed in relative -obscurity, by re&t'ition

may become So 1-,miliar as to be unread. Tn other_WoTds,

. -

* See also FTC v. Hudson Vitamin Co. e"Spiderman"
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while repetition of a single word may etch the product's name

on the viewer's m:nd, repeti,tion of Rhrases withoUt variety

can cause disatte:ltion. Repetition of the unctied phrase "Take

only as directed!' in hundreds of widely differing commercials

showing strongly'emphasized product namesimay soon cause the

viewer to disregard that disclaimer or advisory. Call it

"selective perception," or"selective :obliteration"--the

rea on iS. ame There can be adverse repetition:in

atelevi ed communication.

rf Over-the-counter drugs are advertised with synonyms

for FDA-approved language:a subject on which we will thave

recommendations, and the warnings are lockd into fiked

language, the Federal Trade Commission may find the viewer

:paying less attention to the conditions of use or advisory.

messages than is desired.

A further area of concern stems from a phenomenon

Robert B. 7,ajonc calls "Attraction; Affiliation and Attach-

ment." Apparently mere repetition of single words can cause

the listener to feel they are good or attractive. He says:

40
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Supporting these correlational studies on
exposure.and:attraction is,also some good exper-
imental eyidence-indicating-that the attractive-
ness of 'a given.stimulus object may be enhanced
by virtue of its repeated exposure. Johnson, et.

al. (1960) have found that the.semantic ratings
of donsense words can be enhanCed when they are
presented --,deatedly. We have similar experience.
A number cc. Turkish words were shown to our
experimental subjects different numbers f times.
Some words were seen by them frequently, others'
infrequently. These presentations were randdm-
ized such that each of the words appeared in
different frequency'for:different subjects, and
what word appeared on any one presentation was
determined by chance. After viewing these words,
the subjects were tol&that what they just saw
were Turkish,adjectives, and we unashamedly
asked them to guess what the words they just
saw meant. We proceeded to explain that we
f.appreciated how nearly-impossible this task
was, given theivlack of familiarity with
Turkish. Nevertheless, we insisted that they
try. TO help our subjects guess these meanings
we'told them that each of these adjectives meant
either something good or something bad, and that
it was their task merely to guess for each,Turkish
word if it meant something good or something bad..
Figure 4 shows the results of this experiment.

41.
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AT TRACTION, AFFILIATION, AND TENT

AFWORBy

SARICIK

BIWOJNJI

NAN/SOMA

KADIRGA

ENANWAL

DILIKLI.

ZABULON

LOKANTA

JANDARA

-CIVADRA.

Ficare 1I-

LOW FREQUENCY

HIGH FREQUENCY

"Goa;:jNJESS" OF MEANING

(We note how similar stmt. ,C these words .are to the names
of over- the-counter :lru,p,-)

4
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The same experiment was replicated using differ-
ent stimuli. Thus, for another instanee, Chinese

.
idupgraphs were substituted for Turkish words and
used in the same manner. The subject first observed
these ideographs in difcferent frequencies and sub-
sequently he was asked to rate their meanings. In

the same way photographs uf men.'s faces were exposed
-different numbers of times and the subjects were
subsequently asked how much they liked them.
Figures 5 and 6 show these results. While the com-
parisons for the ideographs and for the photographs.
are somewhat weaker than,those found with the Turkish
words, there are no reversals, and the owirerall effect

stands up. Out of a total of thirty-six com-
parisons, thirty-two favor a positive relation
between frequency and liking, while four show no
differences in.liking as alunction of previous
experience. There is other evidence showing similar
trends,.but I will not describe it here.

Currently we are studying some psychological
processes which might explain why repeated exposure
increases the attractiveness of the stimulus object.
These processes are more fully outlined in my mono-
'graph on tLe effects of exposure (Zajonc 1968) and in -

a recent article by Harrison (1968). It suffices
for present purposes ;:o make 'a few observations.
First, the effect of exposure is most pronounced
when we expose.the subject to novel stimuli.

-Secondly, the effects of expoSure on attraction
are logarithmic. That is, early exposures produce
the strongest effects, while each successive exposure
adds less and less' tO7the total attractiveness of
the object. Thirdly, the effect of exposure is
easiest to demonstrate when the stimulus is
emotionally ;. neutral, and when exposures are not
accompanied by other psyChological events--such
as stimuli that are noxious, positive, or negative
reinforcers--or demands on subjects that they
respond to the stimuli in some systematic way:-12/

The average Viewer of an over-the-counter drug commercial

is remarkably ignorant of tile growing sophistication of the

communication. "Overlciirning," "cuing," "reinforce(' for

4 ;3
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his actions," "xficarious reinforcement reinforcing imita-

tion," and "word attraction" are not common terms among

those whO watch television commercials, but the mental
... ,, . ....

.
processes they desCribe-affect mot TV watchers of over-the-

counter drug comme'rcials a good deal of the .,time.

ALTERNATE LANGUAGE AND DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES

Recommendation: The Federal Trade Commission
establish an office to weigh the public's under-
standing of the FDA's monograph language and to

.
provide a hearing panel of behavioral scientists
to which a sponsor can submit alternate language
to that proposed by FDA. Any review of copy by
such an office should ensure that the deviation
from FDA language does not impair the purpose of
any messige relating to Conditions for use,
contraindications or warnings, nor place them,in
a subordinate role to the promotional scenario of
the commercial. Further, the burden shall be on
the sponsor to show that accredited and competent
behavioral research prove that their alternate
message is understood as well as., or better than,
the FDA monograph language.

We believe some of the label language\mandated by the

FDA's monographs, if transposed to an advertisement, may not

be fully comprehensible 'to the viewer of a television commer-

cial. "Antiflatulence- nd "antitussive" are not\exactly

household words. The 'Federal Trcle Commission could establish

a "lexicon of alternate phrases," hut to do so it should first

establish whether the public understands the alternatives any
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better than the monograph language; or, the FTC could .consider'

alternate language pre-submitted by the sponsors on a case-by-

caSe basis. To do so, it again- would have to haVe behavioral

sCience evidence that the pubLic understands the new phrases

as well as or better than. the FDA-mandated phrases.

Other considerations arise if advertisthg phrases are,

'not confined-to label language. 'An excellent example of.thi'

was Alka Selt:er's slogan "I can't believe I ate the whole

thing." The Food and Drug AdMinistration would not have

permitted the label to say the product was a remedy for-over-.

eating--yet that is the message the advertisement gave out.

The commercial gave na facts about the ingredients or medical

contraindications. The tablet, the package and the slogan

said it all. Such rererence to an event instead of an ailment

can sell a product well, but never come,close to a drug claim.

We do not see how °the FTC will address this type of promotion

unless.it constrains the language'by.which an over-the-counter

drug is sold.

1o:co n1su noL thNt the FTC has not addressed itself to

the grey area of- adiect.ives and qualifiers such as "quicker

acting," "more natural," "recommended by more doctors, "strong

medicine," "gentle act.in," or "helps, relieve." The FDA Panelists

are Concerned with this. Uhe panel reviewing the over-the-
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counter Cold, Cough, Allergy, Bronc-hodilator and Antiasthmatic

Products stated (41 Fed. Reg. 38312, 28224 (1976)):

The Panel is aware that the role of
the Food and Drug, Administration is to
recjulate labelina of over-the-counter
drugs and the role of the Federal Trade
Commission is to unforce adherence t.o
such labeling in adv.ortining.. In addition
to reconsidering npecific labeling claimsi
warni.i.ls, and dosages, the Panel would

to make orlie.gneral comments and,
recommendations rc,qiIrdin51 advertisinq
of drug.

Adyeriinei.:enth (.,:..tend the labels
beyond the pharmaceptical counter or

Tho public may
receive, n.-)ht of, its attitudes tof,,ard
CCABA cold, cough, allergy, broncho-
dilator, antiasthmaticj remedies
from ad':eyt:.geehts particularly
televisiJn advertisements.:

For thi: roallon the Board strongly
urgen the FederaL Trade Commission to
challeno.-, any :idvertisement which:

1. In any way negates or dintes the
infortion on t::le label, espotially the'
aontr,iindi,cutions and/or warnings;

hea,:ily on word:",
phra.7!.:-; .114.r.! H:)rta-avals Lilt 1d the
lay pers:in f. assume that the product
in to 1-- 11::g in any rumner not
recoended in t::?0 monograph ostablihed

it Caren when in...zoality
it o;di rlile.v:!t(7!3
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- The Panel further.recommends-that
advertisements for CCABA remedies hot be
placed, where they can promote. or_suggest
use by children, and if such an adver-
tisement is placed where members of
children may learn of the indications
for.the'product, that Such advertisement
include clear zind specific warnings and
contraindications concerning child uSe.

Similarly, the Monograph for OTC Laxative, Antidiarrheal, Emetic
and ntiemetic Pi-oducts stated (40 Fed. Reg. 12902, 12904 (1975))

The Panel is n.f the opinion that
there is widespread overuse of self-.
Prescribed 3axatiVes. .Extensive adver.-
tising by the pharmaceutical industry
has contributed to this problem. The
Panel is aware that the FDA is limited
in it.s jurisdiction t6 package labeling
and not to adVertising. .flOwever'., the
Panel is concerned that control of
packacje labeling alone may be insufficient
in assu3:ing proper use of laxative agents.
The Panel i hopeful that as a result
of the review that -all forms of adv.er-
tising will be monitored by those having
the appropriate jurisdictioni to'insure
that-adequate warning and cautibnary state-
ments as found in product labeling ,will
be carried over and incorporated in all
advertising and promotional activities
for these products.

Other monographs presently in draft form have,similar'comments.

If the expert panelists are concerned, the FTC siiould he.

4 7
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The Oanelists'concern may have stemmed partly from

parental considerations. parents are misled by OTC drug

advertisements, they will be less.able to prote.Ct their

children. If parents are not told 'of child indications for

use, they 'will be:unable to administer the,proper drug.

If they are not aware that many drug dosages are determined

by body weight or years of,age, they .may administer the

wrong amount.

We do believe,parents should be the first.line of defense for

children. They should teach children the purpose of advertising in a

private enterprise system, and provide them.yith the best means of analysing

the truthfulness and completeness of every claim. To this.end the Council

(CCMM) has petitioned the major networks to run Public Service Announce-

ments when children are in the audience to explain private enterprise,

,advertising's:role, therein, as well as the techniques used in advertising

to make message-5
,

persuasive. Only in this way do we believe children and

their parents can build an understanding of the various.pioducts, and of

the total impact of viewing 20,000 25,000 TV Commercials each year.

It is noteworthy that the three networks rejecte0 this petitioh.

When it was then referred to the Federal Communications CoT:mission, the F.C.C.

turned it down. '20/
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THE PARENT-BROADCASTER ROLE

If a child .views imprecisaover-the-counter drug

commercials, it really doesn't matter who plays the .major

drug advocate role in the home--the telev,sion set or the

parent, for the chances are excellent that parents receive

a lar-ge percentage.of their over-the-counter drug information

from drug commercials, and thus wourd be prone:to pass that

information on by actions or words when in the presence of

the child, thereby seeming to reinforce the message. 21 /

ff the parent selects the over-the-counter drug for

a child, (Exhihit F, See p. 32) , or if the child seeS a

parent selecting an OTC drug for him/herself, (Exhibit G); or

if the child sees a television model take a pill and relief

is reflected in the subsequent period-, (Exhibit H) , the child

receives a powerful message that this is appropriate conduct. -

Silence on the part of the parent when the child seeS an

OTC drug message also can be read by the child as approba-
,

22/
tion for the message.

Throughout the development of-drug advertising in

front of children as a national issue, the business community

has declared the issue to be a non-issue, Thu say parents

have all the responsibility inasmuch as the broadcas,ters have declared

drugs cannot he ;idvertised to children. Analyzing-H:6s assertion; the afore-
,

mentioned report to the National Science Foundation says:

4 9
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"Television advertising of proprietary medicines
on 'children's programs' is prohibited by the
National. Association of-Broadgasters Code:

'Non-prescription Medication regard-
less of how taken or administered
Shall not be advertised in or adjacent
to programs initially designed pri-
marily for children under twelve years
Of ageY' .(NAB, 1974).'

Similar provisions exist in..the 'Children's Adver-.
tising Guidelines' issued by-the National Advertising
Division of the Council of Better Business Bureaus:

'Medications, drugs and supplemental
Vitamins (liquid or pills) should not
be advertised to children (BBB, 1975,
p.

7)."

But to Clarify the weakness of these phrases, the report to

the National Science Foundation goes on:

'The National Association of Broadcasters guide7
lines apply to programs initially designed.for
children--that is, those shows which are con-
centrated on Saturday and Sunday morniligs, Most
children's viewing, however; occurs during late
afternoon and early evening. The 'Children's
Advertising Guidelines' of the Council of Better
Business Bureaus pertain to advertising in children'i
programs and programs in which 'audience patterns
typically contain more than 50% children.'- .These
guidelines alsorapply when advertising is 'clearly
addressed to children eleVeri and under.'"

We cite these statements.to show the shallowness of the Code

in its protection for children. 'Almost 90% of children's
23/

TV'W'atching occurs other than weekend mornings. Children

are seldom in a majority of the audience except on

weekend mornings (Exhibits I J). Thus the child-related

bU,
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to

provisions of the Code do not apply to almost 90% of ghildren's

TV watching. The NAB has gone.out its yily to pretend it pro-

tects childTen from drug advertising. The Guidelines of the

Council of Better Busdness Bureaus are similarly ineffectual.

Further evidence of the NAB's '61)nfusion Over its child code's

coverage was vividly revealed on February 22, 1977, 'when
. .

-Tom Swafford, NAB''s Vice President!of Public Relations and

Director of the Code Authority asserted t6 a Channel '9 (CBS)

audience in Washington, D.C., that children.cannot be shown in over-

the-counter drug commercials. He said that the ads would not

pass the NAB Code, and that they would not be aired.. He

continued to asert tbis position even in the Pace of evidence

that the Congesperin commercial cited above Currently was on

the air in Washington and New York!

'The masquerade of child protection by the NAB and CCCB

is not new. It has been the Subject of frequent CongreSsional

hearings. In a petition to the Federal Communications Commission

on April 10,.1975, entltled "Petition for Reconsideration and

Redrafting_of AmendMents o Television License Renewal Form

on Child Related Topics for Extension and Equali:Lation of

Restrain'ts on Television Advertising_to Children," we cited

.76 over-the-counter drugs that wore advertised,on many of the

top 40-television pro,grams watched by children in a three week-

period. Many had no audio warn ing. (This amounts to over

1,nmi over-tile-counter drug.commerHalt; potentially being.

seen by children under 12 in the course of a year's TV

watching.,
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We also asked the FTC to remedy such fraudulent

"protections" offered by the NAB in our fOrmal petitiOn of,

April, 1975 entitled Yetition to Issue a Trade Regulatien Rule.

Governing the Private Re.gulation of Children's Television .

Adve rtising . "

These TRR hearings are the- only response We have had

from the ,FTC, on the subject, Children contifiue to see drug commercials.

IMPLICATIONS FOR .ADOLTS,

Recommendation: Tbe FTC require 1) that all
categories of over-the-counter.dru.gs for which

FDA monographs ,stress prev'ious mis-statements-or
mis-indications carry some notiCe that both
'the prodact and the label now carry'a corrected
message, or 21,the FTC require a notice that
all OTC.drug product prqmotions are changing.

The massive amount of over-the-counter drug advertising

on the nation's airways seemingly has invited an electronically

induced national' hypochondria. in the regular promotion of

tranquilizers, analgesics and sleeping products for those

.yho are restless at night or ne,rvous the'issueof course

is that restlessness at night may not be an unnatural problem.

The older one gets, the less one needs sleep. Tension is

natural under certain provocative conditions. When one sees

massive amounts of laxative' advertisements, the suggestion

is of a biological ahnormalitv--an ailment; but as the FDA

monograph authors pdintcd out, irregularity nf bywol move-

ment is not a:sign or an'ailment. The promocion of many

products, particularly over- televi-sinn, have made su,:h

94 /
common physical chrpeteristics app.e.af to be a problem.

As Alisfir Cooke put IA..:
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"The thimg that bothers me most bout commer-
cials is the medical ,brainwashiN that the °

family gets on television., It seems to me
that.it,easily outweighs apy les ons in chemi-
stry or biolOgy that the child pi ks up in -,

school-..The body of ouT knowledge about
medicine is fed to us from a very early age
by commercials--and it's idiotic meditine.
Mostly, it's either harmful or useless!"

r;

Inc,the case of adults, products that have been adver-

tised for. years over national television will continue to'

carry the.image of being "prOblem relievers" even *though this

and other FTC/OTC ?Liles will restrain advertising language.

Unless the public is notified that something mean.....gful has

brought chan1;e:to the product and label,,the Rublic may

continue to beli,tVe all the probtem-.related.characteristics

which,have been popularized in the past.

Beliefs in folk remedies raise another potential valner--

ability. Advertising of old fashioned "curealls" lent certainty.that

bitters, flowers of sulphur, swee 'spirits of mitre and

host of such labeled "chemicals",really have some special

qualities.

cures:

In 1902, oVer'-the-counter drugs advertised miraculous

a

6
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O. SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO., Cheapest Supply

House on Earth, Chicago. CATALOCUE No. HI. 443

Dr. Hammond's Nerve and Brain Pills.
IN'AR.1NTEE11 111011 VsT GRA-DE (IN THE MARKET.

A BOON FOR WEAK MEN.

Our !Ulf ,...arn.
(tor . . ......

S1.00
$0.60
6.00

SIX. BOXES POSI...
25/F.LY1.-TU-A R A N;
\I§Ell?T0 CURE ANY
OMASE mom rt.nleh

Ittuldutl. Tills will
essfe you ir you hnd
gclorolly
or stiffer with t t /tort-
hand inn ono ludo-
torilrahle 113,11 11.14-
ln/4,1.111 h ntrotAtInntl
physic;t I. n.its n g
them low splrlts,
nt.rrousnuns. scoarI,
n11% S, Ilrrlossnt.ss,
Wit.nktioss. (11771111,ns,
f1,1Io5' of follouss

bloat ott of tu'r
catirse, or scow or
goloaosy or 1.111110,
111,4 of stomach In

rnorn11,-;: lInli sort and laekini: firoowss. fira,17.oho, blurring or ryusl;117.u1,, Irforo Ito ny,s, inrs.nin irrItillilty, poIr noanory, chillhoqs,
Ii so; Iv o II hot Ituibiv. tot,. IiroblOov, iiirgiiiui sr 1'111111111(1g sou-

nitiulog ; palnItat ion or
shirt 1,,,i111 iii 1,411-11-11, S1104' t yold 14.et, icsin nod

hr. 1,,ms. avlitow aryl w..arliwSs of
111n ;4. r bit.. dr...Wynn N slier 11,411114, 1,111, nu.r,111.4 wa:.runo.....4 at, night,

, uloro lull, and a roost aut. frellug of flrvad, an If solorthlwr Awf
.1i.i I, 1131,1.'n.

IF YOU HAVE ANY OF THESE SYMPTOMS-
InnV.1.1 or 1,., r. pOir 11,1111111 Is, 1/11. MM0,411)'N

N1.1:1 E Aisli ISIC,t 1 N II 1,I.S or.1 Cars. !me,' a ro.
41.1111cf III lin111 1l1111 yo11111...- 1'11111111, be 111)11;1Ied by

311V f.r nint otaiorrlu0s. nIght sArat 4,
,...tkfl, lir toot: luf11111 140Iy

i,f .,tv loo III tone lip (111, 1.4-h1110
fir rynn.4 1,-,,11 .8,111,,rio.11 or uh.prssert
Y1 1 6, YI,1111,4 S11.111! 1.1111 1.10111 again,1, 1.:! if lit, 1,
BEWARE OF QUACK DOCTOfiS
um! .t. oufr. 1,1,1 fr.00 ups von ilo1.111,4f n;;I a the soo.n

,t11 1 I11. ,, Iii 1 '11 In 411'111141111nri.ltft111 for
yi irre1n1114 111151 I I) I'll 11.1, t It, Itn1.1..1. 3)01 full awl

ot,rn,.1 II ,1111 11,4 \ 11 111,0,11,,,41 "on.-
r til tr..ated n ii I ti tIl wl Ii slilpments nintlo In

t
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Advertising df just

-fetched.:

a few years ago was only a bit.

FrOm Parade Magazine March 28, 1:)71

"One clay it dawned on me that
I was boring my husband to death:'

Len nu.,r 1,4171rd ILA iorlf( iii ID% SvoO
Can ma. B puont herr you start tai..i sun.
Inuhand hit p word Carl nrd ikperidahl.
Jun I tur.1 m say, and I s that s lama be wit

1..g.nr""4 h.3th313b of or. Inn. ( .00d old
drpondahle !tutor.. It win 1.1.0.1e.

Ono claU Jam-md on tn. the t WM fining
wry buvhatel to dnith It was hat et Fir
ine to adnut It LW It was nut It
wasn't that I rIndn't lose Jim. but
often h the tjfor be tame 11,..On
aught I was frehog that. tLed and
&now And so Jim wouM at
teletrukan and, frK the aunt part art
like I wasn't errs, their And I wanal

I divided that I haa to do
mons)ing I had wen an whei-rt,..
urea Int tablet caflet V.. win. It
Sala (Etat Vtiattn eat B a., habit
identing erhird.rit tildes that arcmild
Pee ere a quri hit Lug wnek
there wore a eintple c ownanzs
whin I felt that I nrmled Vrearin.
So. no thaw Alan k turk Vinuts,
blahs et 3 00 pm., /tut about an
how befars 1.1% came home. end

Fe*,sol oc, molly up Irttlg .

ton 1 wort rd

mw
. Seen Jim vat mutt*

lo a raw- ridting anniaan
me We tall to each otkeia krl more
than ee have la yearsidro

1,

tirra In when sm. 5s1 were rnorneal and we'd
take 1.es Met In the old rer ion In be
tocrtfri and talk And after &trier I was wIrLs
4 a aki miniagh to At. a little it mote diall pin
look at trlesinco. And the other day -I! wasn't
even my liirthday- Jim tont me Bowies with
a oaks The note besaa. "To isty row vas...."

Advertising of modern-day products continues to ]4ad

the public to believe more in a product that it can deliver.*

Many believe that an antibacterial soap kills all germs--it

,

* See FTC v. Warner-Lambert in the "Listerine" case
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does not. Others believe that very strong laxatives, some-

tithes called purgatives, can 'straighten out!' an upset

system. Thd of course there are those women who believe'

.that feminine douches prevent pregnancy or are sufficiently
-x-

antibac:eriai to stop infectionthey don't. In many

instances these beliefs ar myths were fostered by past

advertisi.ng; the susTeptibility of the lay public, when

combined with he en Masse effect of today's problem-related

OTC advertising, suggests that those who seek to shape OTC

---
drug advertising Must develop a national awareness that the

new language for,OTC drug labels and advertisements is

pretise, and accurately.describes the real conditions for

which the,new product has merit.

t SPECIAL CONSTITUENCIES

Recommendation: Any conditions for use and
warning be inaudio and video form so that those
with\sight or hearing impairments may have eqUal
oppoi\tunity to understand the merits and limits

of the prOduct, and conditions for safe and

effective u--.

Among our constituents are those who cannet hear.-.

They live -in normal house's, sometimes with others who cannot

hear, and 'sometimes with those who.can hear.' Television

is no stranger. But any part of the sales message that

- See Doris
affirmed

avitch. 50 FTC, 828 (1954)
Dori!: Savitch v. FTC, 218 F.2d 817 (2d.Cir. 1955)

56
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dels with conditions of use and contraindications which is

in soundi:only totally escapes.the at:tention oi such citizens.

There maY be 14,000,000 individuals in the United.States,

with hearing sufficiently impaired to result in an inability

'.to pick up :lie total vc message. For them, indications

for use, contraindications and warnings.must be given equal

highlight in the vi portion of the message. Equal high-

lights must include tii those conditions of cuing whith

Dr. Kenneth G. 0',Bryan's remarks related to earlier in our

statement. A number of storyboards of commercials reveal how

subordinated are such phrases as "Take only as directed," or

"Read the label." '(E)chibit' A,' B, C, D, hj

The Federal Trade CoMmission took special note of the

vulnerability of the deaf in its Hearing.Aid hearings. .In

§ its Statement of Rea'sons for the hearing's, the'FTC said

the deaf.are "often particularly.subject to and the' victims

of.a wide variety of Selling .abuseS." (40 Fed. Reg. 26651)

Dr. Aimee D..Leifer, a researcherat Harvard!s Center

for Resevrch in Children's Television, point,s out that there

is good evidence that the combination ol7 audio'and video

.'mesSages to children have much greater impact than messages.
25/

using only one technique.

5 7
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The nation's blind appareutly "watch" a great deal

of television. The.National Federation of the Blind suggests

that the blind are really like'all the rest of us, and that

television's plots often do not require sight to be under-

stood. But for those with impaired eyesight, any instruc-

tions for use ,which are shown visually but are not backed up

by an audio mes.sage effectively conceal critical facts. The

hlind also do not have reference to the label instructions

by themselVes; they can not read paclge inserts. While they

may often turn to their sighted friendS for a reading of

the instrnctions,,it is prObble that much of.:the kriowledge

theY hold of OTC drugs stems from airwave communicationS.

Thus audio completeness of -communication become's extremely

important. Not many over-the7cOunter drug commercial's have

audio indications for use r warning instructions. Radio

commercials often omit the whole subject. (Exhibit FTC#5,
*

#6 and #30)

It is obvious that adults with reading disabilities Would

gain when conditions Tor use nd warnings are in both video

.and Audio as over-the-counter drugs are advertised over

the air.:

There is ample research Which indicates the high degree

of learning which takes.place atong the not fully-educated as
26/

they are exposed to repeated tape and film messavs.
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SUMMARY

Over-the-counter drugs are changing, in their

ingredients and in their labels; 'the.00d and

Drug Administration's timetable is very different ,

from the Federal Trade Commission's timetable;

The public is probably unaware that the changes

are occuring and that the changes are meaningful;

The public probably is unaware that the proposed

FTC Trade Regulation Rure on Over-the-Counter

Drug Advertising will'bring substantive change to

, those advertisements;

Advertisements are not just highly visible labels; and

the language of one may not be exempla'ry for the other;

at the same time, labels are Srequentty shown in

adVartisements;

AdVartising of OTC drugs is big business; the public

is unaware of the sophistication of the typical

commercial on television; children, illiterates, tha

deaf and the blind see great Many. OTC drug commercials;

Commercials oh television can highlight Parts of a

message; certain words can become regarded as good

merely through repetition.; advisories can be

subordinated;
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Alternate language to that in the FDA monographs

may be_neOessary for general public understanding;

the FTC needs to provi-de a mechanism to weigh-such ,

alternate phraseology;.

The FTC must address itself to tlle greY area of

adjectives dnd qualifiers for OTC drug messages;

The FTC, TRR on OTC drug advell'tising needs amendment

ancl change to be effective.

-k

CONCIUS13N

We hypothesize that familiarity with a label in a tele-,

vision commercial, particularly if it is unfocused as to some

of its critical content, initités contempt ori disinterestAn

the label When the viewer finally Has An opportunity to

, absorb the infermation at hand. If this concept dOes occur,,

the prospective purchaser, previously persuaded that the p:e-

duct is worthy and useful, will not-be led by the commercial

to appreciate the strict new verbiage laid down by an FDA

monograph unless major reformof OTC drug advertising occurs,

particularly in televis.ion.

Many of the-arguments raised in this statement can be

explored by competent behavioral research._ The real impact

of advertising using the'FDA approved language should be
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tested, if only to provide a basis for judging alternate

phraseology which sponsors thay want to offer in court

challenges. The FTC should have an on-going capability to

judge the balance in product advocacy vs. indications for use

and. warnings. It also should have a contihuing.ability to

weigh ihe utility of warnings, particularly to children:,

To.carry oilt,thee responsibilities, and to honestlY evaluate

alternate messages submitted by sponsorS, we suggest the

Congre:Ss strengthen the research arm of the FTC, and improve

the agency's understanding of the pUblic's comprehension of.

advertising messages.

The, very revision of the contents and,the label by

FDAwill be considered by some to sanctify the product. If,

the Federal 'Trade Commissiongoes through this massive Trade

Regulation Rulemaking process, the auvertising slogans and

depictions will be-further sanctified; the drug industry will

be certain ,.to point out quickly to the public that major

goyernmental reviews have attested that both the products

and the messages are warranted for all concerned

Because, of this sanctification, because of the reforms

that haire actually taken place in the products and the labels,

and because the public has been misled in the past by unbalanced

advertiseMents for innumerable over-the-Counter drug products

which resulted in unfair and deceptive practices on the,consuther,H\

we believe the following amendments and modifications to the TRR

should take place.
6 1
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TECHNICAL RECOMMENDATIONS

propose an interim statement be placed in all

over-the-countel: drug advertising upon finalization of this

particular OTC drug advertising rule. 'The interim, statement

would be terminated category-by-category when the FTC's

.

accompanying TRR on warnings for a Tarticular category is

Therefore We suggest:

§450.l(c)

All- adVertisements for over-the-counter
drtigs shall state upon adoption of this
rule:

The government.is reviewing non.-
prescription drugs, labels .and
advertisements. As some are changing,
.read the label directions carefully..

In addition, to implement.the aforementioned discussion,

.the final Trade Regulation Rule at issue should be amended to

include the following points:'

.§45Q.l(d)(1)

No over-the-coUnter drug commercial may be
shown before 9:00 p.m. within or near a. ,

national television program when there is'
reasonable expectation the.audience under,

2



12 (twelve) years of age exceeds 2,000,000
or 50%, whichever is the lesseT, unless 4n
effective waTning againSt use by children that
is comprehensible to children over four yei:r..;
of, age is included.

(2)

'No over-the-coUnter (hug commercial may. be
shown within.or near a 1-elevision-program
aired primarily- undc,r local coLtrol iF the
adience under 12 (twelve) yeal.s of ag.e
reasonably 'can be expected to exceed 1096 of
the locally available TV households according
to A. C. Neilsdn or Arbitron in that market
'area.

§450.1(')

Any adlpertiser wilo can provide behavioral. science
.documentation.which Substantiates' .that afternate depic-
tions, 'graphics or phrases to that language
set forth in the FDA monograph is eLually or

'better comprehended by the-lay public,
including individuals of low comprehension
under customary cqnditions of observing
advertising, shall have a-right.of petition
to an Advertising Review Panel of behavioral
science peers chosen by the FTC from d roster
of ccredi.ted professionals. The panel shall
submit 'its ,recommendion to the-Bureau of
Consumer Protection,. The Bureau shall then
make a determination Whether the message maY
.be accepted for 1Pter use in the public media

§-150.1(f)(1)
I.

.Conditi'ons for use and warnings must be in all
OTC.drug -advertising.

6 3



Note:

(2)

No part of an advertisement for'an over-the-
counter drug may declare the conditions
of usage, warnings o contraindications, or
of any change of ingredient, label or
advertisement status in any position or condi.-
tion Which subjects, such message to.an inferior
position (when seen, heard or absorbed 1Dy
the public to that portion of the message
which stresses the label., package or product
in an affirmati.ve manner. All such usage,
warning OT contraindication or change of
status messages on television shall be simul-
taneous in both audio and.video.

c

Professional oral testimony pertinent to. the above
remarks may be presented by the National Center for.
ithe Law and the Deaf, a representative of the blind,
and Dr. Charles Atkin.

As thisgoes to press, a number of storyboards and .

inescopes are in transit. They will be included in the
exhlibits, and linked to the appropriate argument.in
a cover letter to.all interested partie5. The kines-
copes will be on file at the FTC, and will ')e. viewable
at the office of the at 9 AM on March 11 & 14.



LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES

Both the Federal COmmunications Commission and the

Federal Trade Commission have obvious re5ponsibi1'ities to,

protect those who have communication disabilities. Children

are first among these." Those- with other comm,nication prob--

lems also warrant spetial'government attention. ,We here

repeat the arguments made in behalf of chil,dren in the Food/

Nutrition Rule hearings; we add legal ,citations undergirding
/.

protection for the illiterate and thoSe with hearing ,trld
,

sight impairments.

As a .starting premise we note that most commercial law

is based on the concept of a reasonably. prudent,consumer
;

interacting wi*th those who sell. But children, al.most by

definition, are reasonab.ly imprudent. Thus in a .commercial

transaction .special precautions must be taken to avoid'an

unfair or deceptive practice..

With youuger children the very existence of a.

commercial's selling intent may not be underStood
/

.

The Federal Communications Commission in its 1974

"Children's Television Trograms -.. Report an0 Policy State-

ment!'., a document which reflectS four years of consideration,

strongly set forth the Commission's concern with advertising

28 /
seen'by children; --

6 5
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30. Traditionally, however, the
misslon has not attempted to exercise
direct supervision over all types of ad-
vertising abuses. Since the Federal Trade
Commission has far greater expertise in,
and resources for, the regulation of false
or deceptive advertising practices, the
FCC has largely confined qts role in this
area to notifying sthtions that the broad-
cast. of material found to be false or de-
ceptive by the FTC will raise questions as
to whether the station is operating in the
public intereSt. See Public Notice entitled
"Licensee Responsibility with Respect to
the Broadcast of False, Misleading, and
Deceptive Advertising, FCC 61-1316
(1961); "COnsuniers Association of a.,-
trict of Columbia," 32 FCC 2d 100 (1971).
We do not believe that it would be appror
priate to change this policy at the present
time. The Federal Trade Cornm6s1on is
currently conducting inquiries into ad-
vertising practics on children's programs
(F.T.C. File No. 7375150) and food adver-
tising (F.T.C. File No. 7323054) which
cover many of the aciveittsmg practices
objected to by the parties -before the
Commission. In light of the actions of the
'FTC, we have thosen not to address some
of these ipecific promotional practices.
On the basis of this Proceeding, however,
we are persuaded that an examination of

>, the broadcaster's responsibility torehil-
-dren is warranted in the areas of the
overall level of commercialization and
the need for maintaining a clear sep-
aration between programming and
advertising.--

6 6

34. ±f our policy against overcom-
mercializtation is an Important one, and
we belleVe that It Is, It Is particularly
important in programs designed for -
children. Broadcasters have a special re-
sPOnsibility to children. Many of the-
parties testified, and we agree, that par-

-i_ticular care should be taken to insure
that they are not exposed to an excessive
amowit of advertising. It is a matter of
common understanding that, because of
their youth and inexperience, children
are far mare trusting of and vulnerable
to commercial "pitches." than adults.
There is, in addition, evidence that very
young, children cannot distinguish con-
ceptually between programming and ad-
vertising; they do not understand that
the tiurpose of a commercial'is to sell a
product. See Report to the Surgeon Gen-
eral, "Television and Orowing Up: The
Impact of Televised Violence," Vol. iv
at 469, 474 (1970). Since chtidren watch _
television long before they can read,
television provides advertisers access to
a younger and more impresSionable age
group than can be reached through any ,
other medium. See "Capital Broadcast- \
ing Co., supra," at 585-6. For these rea- '

sons, special safeguards may be required
to insure that the adVertising privilege is
not abused. As the Supreme Court
stated, "lilt is the interest of youth.--
itself, and of the whole community th t
children be -. . . safeguarded frno
abuses." "Prince v. Massachusetts," 3 1,
U.S. 158, 165 '1943).

.1
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While defering to the FTC on advertising cont,ent, the FCC made,

some pointed comments on the role t'elevisicn should play with

childreri. The remarks we-a primarily aimed at programking, but

obviously carry over irtO the general commercial area.

16. As we have long recognind, broad-
ca-sters have a duty to serve all substan-
tial and important groups in their corn-
nmnit:eS, and children obvio!:sly repre-
sent such a group. Further. because of
their inmnaurity and their s.pecial needs.
children require prograimiling designed

for them. Accordingly, we ex-
pect. televn*ion broadcasters as trustees of
a valuable public resource, to develop

present progranis which will serve
the uzuque needs of the child audience.

17. As noted above, the Federal Radio
Ccomut.sion 'and the Federal Communi-
cations Commission have consistently
maintajned the position that broadcast...,
ers have a responsibility to provide a wide
range of different types of programs to
serve their conunumties. Children, like
adults, have a variety of different needs
and Interests. MoSt children, however,
!tisk the experience and intellectual so-
pnisticMion lo enjoy or benefit from
much rzf the non-entertainment material
broadcast for the general public. We be-
lieve, therefore, 'that the broadcaster's
public service obligation includes a re-
sponsibility to provHe diversified pro-
gratimiing desigr- meet the %Tried
needs and nacres :. of tile child audience.

In this regard, educational or in-
formational programming for children is
of particular importance. It seems to us
that. the use of television to further the
educittionnl and cultural development of
America's children bears a direct rela-
tionship to the lieensee'Nobligation under
the Cornmunicatfons Act to operate in
the "public interest." Once thesc children
reach the nge of eighteen years tOev -tre,
expected to participate fully u, t.hc .-
tion's democratic proceSs.. and, . as one
corn men La t hP.s stated :

6 7

Pliitises7719 the attignpi,
vo illte,rni and cultivate the mind and will
of a ciii;:en that he shall have the wisdom,
the Independence, and, therefore, the dignityi
of a govertimg t l'ree&in of educatIonl
is, thus, as we WI recognize. a bartc poStulato
tu the plannIng of w froe abelety. A. Wlkle-
John, The First Alnendruent is an Absolute,
In IG Supreme Court ItovIew.245. 257 (Kur-
land rd ) &ce generally Drenuan, ThO Su-
p-ern( Court and the mencejohn Interpreta-
tion of the First Amendment, 7o Harv L, HO%

1

We VeheVe that the medium of television
can do much to contribute to this educa-
tional effort.

In the words of the Supreme Court, "la]
dmocratic aociety reots, for Ito continuance,
upon the healthy, well-rounded giowth of

. young people Into full maturity as citizens.
with all that Impliee." Prince Mamsacliu-
setts, 321 13.S. 168. 108 (1943).
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When it came .to helping the FTC in these regards, .

though, the FCC proved to be a paper tiger. The FTC at

one point sought the ai.ring of educational commercials. The

FCC opposed them. Itilien this Council, CCMM, recently sought.

.to balance commercials with information about their tech-

niques,-,the FCC rejected our.petition. Thus it seems clear.

-that the FCC has declared children to be Vulnerable, but

fhat.in advertising. the FTC has the prime responsibility,

The FTC has a clear mandate to protect children.

Ex-ChairMan Lewis Engman recognized this i his testimony

befbre the Senate Commerce Committee, FTC Oversight,

March 14, 1974. He said:.

I think that .the law historically has ie-cagnized
that children. are treated differently. There

axe different standards, standatds that are
applied withrespeet to,criminal presecutions,
with respect to our whole juvenile c.ourt system,
and with respect to a host of other areas in
the law.

'Because most of the advertisingto whin children are

.. exposed comes through licensed television communication;,

the legal rights of children face examination from several

quarter's.

We have reprinted many of the most pertinent aspects

of FTC decisions on previous pages of .this testimony. The

principal cases seen to be:
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,-Prince v. Massachusetts, 321, U.S. 158,168.
(1953)

Capital Broadcasting.Co. v. Mitchell 333 F.
Supp 582,584 (1971); aff'd 405 U.S. 1000

7Topper Corporationi 21 FCC -2d-14841969)

American Broadcasting Co., 23 FCC 2d. 132 (1970)

It is interestfng to note .th4t among comments filed

on the FCC's. "Children's Television Programs--Report and

'Policy Statement" in 1974, broadcasters had very specific

views about the responsibility of various Federal agencies.

In a footnote to a paragraph summarizing certain industry

practices, the FCC states:

In this regard, it should be noted that to the,
extent.b"roadcasters agreed that government inter-
ventioh'rin the realm of\advertising was appro-
priate at all, theyconSidered the Federal Trade
Commission to be the appropriate agency to handle
this function. Some licensees thought the FTC
was overzealous;none of them considered it too
timid or inadequate to the task.

It must also be noted thaf the FCC"had.a rather

narrow interpretation of children's programs--defining those

as when children were in a majority of the audience--and

thus the question of protecting large numbers of t:hiTdren fn

an,audience when\ not a majority still had to be addressed.

The FCC's policy statement acknoWledges children's need for

protection from certain advertising practices, hut defets

most responsibility to the FTC.

6 9
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As to th.. FTC's oWii-re5ponsibilityin regard to .

children as part of the general public, a number of caseS

seem pertinent. The Commission clearly stated its specinl
_

concerns *for children and.advortising (even of an "adult"

product) in is "Statement of Basis and Purpose of Tr/4de

Regulation Rule 408" dealing cigarette advertisAng.

The Commission said:

***J)hroughout the' l/aw in 'general and .

under S.ection S,..pf the Federal Trade Commission
Actlin particular,,it has been recognized
thalt mi.hors constitOte an especially

"vulnerable and susceptible class requiring
special protection /from business practices
that would not be Unlawful if they on15,

irrivolved adults. Accordingly, a marketing
practice, directed/ in a substantial pa/rt

-toward.minors, .that..interferes substantially

and unjustiLablYlWith theitirded0M-ef-
bu)ling is qn unfair or deceptive act
ox !practice even if it is not especially
pernicious as to Jdults.

A more comprehensive review of pertinent FTC cases

beari'ng on this Rulemaking pocedure can be found in the

Appendix.
\

An ohsCenitv related ca;se also stress'od that children
/

were to he considered even iT they wore not the lajority. group

to be affected. !-.ee Ginsheri, 1/'. New York, 590 U.S. (1968).

There are other cases tha primaril,! deal with the

:ssues raised !)y certain groups' Olncrabilitis. The FTC
\

recognized its;respunsihilities td, the denf in the recent
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tearing Aid rulemaking. As part of its Statement of

Reasons the FTC recognized the deaf are "often particularly

_ Z__ subject to and the victim of a wide variety f selling

alTuse-S-." (40-Fed. Reg. 26651T

In regard to vulnerable groups in general the courts

recently haire held that thc elderly warrant special protec-

tions sincc they are less able to move around.

Va. State Board of Pharmacy.v. Va. Citizens
Consumer Council, 44 U.S. L.W. 4686 (May 24,
1976)

In regard to those with language communication diffi-

culties the FTC in a consent agreement relating to the

adv(.rtising of cigarettes in a Spanish language area (Puerto

Rico) required that warnings be in thc nat.ive-tongiae.
;,

I 7'

From the standpoint of the. FDA and its pOwer to back-
')

up the FTC insuch matters wei refer to AlLJrty Foods Products

v. U.S. 185 F 2nd 321; Ninth Circuit 1950, In this instance

the courts held that the FDA had the powcr to seize a product

because thc advertising suggested far more than the product's

label, and hencc misrr.preented thc product. FDA's power to

seize when an advcrtisemunt departs from a label's strict

language gives the Federal Trade Commission a much stronger

hand in ostablishing proper diug advertiser practices.

7 1
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; E shows drTrecation 'of "occasional use, as ,

Exhibit L shows ,Thild in a drug commercial.
Exhibit M shows 'ITV mi's relief within 30 see commercial

hence a reward.
dernn t;rate 2kle dentificatio!..

cx.hiLits :how nce cir an advisory message does
ii refe:. Lo anY spcific instructions elsewhere.
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EXHIBIT LIST

Exhibit. A --Dristan Nasal Mist--Three HandkerchIc
Exhibit A --Anacin--Your Body KnoWs (diagram)
Exhibit B --Anacin--Arthritis Pain--(woman making i)ed--diagram;

Exhibit B1--Momentum--Man With Muscular Backace--(diagramof muscie)---
-Exhibit- C -=DriStaii--,Hdyfever7-(woman and chi'r! on bicycle)

Exhibit C1--Contac--Tbis is Pollen--(magnifie,1 pollen)
Exhibit D --Dristan Nasal Mist/Vapor Spray--Cgested man (diagram of

sinuses)
E --Bayer AspirinThe First Signs oT a Cold--(different peoTp;c

taking at different times for different a i:f,ents)

Exhibit G --Dristan--It's Flu Season
Exhibit Hr-Anacin--Grandmother's Arthritis Sarah's, Christening Day--

(freedom of movement'chart)
Exhibit 112--Excedrin--It's the ...sort of pai.. that...

Exhibit I --Summary
Exhibit J --Neilsen Rating
Exhibit K --Duration Nasal Spray--(2001 Sna.:e Odyssey--The Big 12)

Exhibit L --Congespirin--(little boy
Exhii)it M --Nytol--Bright Eyes--(woman mun doing -,..amercial--yawning)


